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Training a Staff for

Technical Work in a

Petroleum Research Library'"
by MIGNON
GILL, Librarian
Universal Oil Products Company
Chicago, Illinois

In some respects, the processing of a
petroleum librarian resembles the processing of petroleum itself.
First, you must start with good stock.
The ASTM hasn't issued any specifications, but if analysis revenls that your
prospective librarian has, in addition to
sufficient education, the characteristics
of intelligence, integrity, industry and
intellectual curiosity, you are safe to
proceed.
Next, remove the overhead gases,
which in the case of the prospective librarian takes the form of nebulous fancies, their nature varying with the type
of stock. Your chemist, particularly if
he is just out of school, may secretly
mourn that if he had only gone into
laboratory work, he might have won the
Nobel prize a t the age of thirty. Your
librarian, after an appraisal of the chemical terminology which he is expected
to master, may be overcome with regret that he did not take a job in the
children's branch of the public library.
Ideas such as these will eventually
float off into space, but you can help to
speed the matter. Never let them forget
that they are contributing toward progress in one of the world's most important and vital industries; that the ser:& Adapted from a paper presented at a meetvices which a technical library can coning of the Petroleum section, Science-Techtribute toward research are rapidly benology Division, 42nd Annual Convention,
coming more and more appreciated;
SLA, St. Paul, Minnesota, June 20, 1951.
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ETROLEUM LIBRARIANS seldom come
ready made. The staff of such a
library might well include chemists who
specialized in food chemistry, trained
librarians who are not chemists, capable stenographers who are neither
chemists nor librarians, or someone with
an arts degree who doesn't fall into any
of these categories.
According to the orthodox view, as
I understand it, each of these people
may be encouraged to advance his or
her knowledge within the specialty for
which trained, but is not expected to
expand very far into other fields. If the
staff is very large, this is probably a
reasonable enough arrangement. But in
the case of an average smaller technical
library, I believe that the more versatility the better.
There are a t least two good arguments in favor of versatility. The first
is that the ultimate function of a librarian in any capacity is to supply information, and it stands to reason that
the more he knows, the better job he
can do. Second, a variety of interests
and abilities goes far toward preventing.
boredom with the necessary details of
library work.

and that technical library work is an
up-and-coming occupation.
Now (to return to our analogy with
petroleum processing) you fractionate
and discover some interesting facts. Here
is an individual who excels in imagination, another who is well endowed with
good common sense, and one who is
exceptionally precise and accurate. These
are all splendid qualities for use in the
manufacture of librarians. Process them
properly, you yourself providing the
catalytic activity, and you should obtain
a good product.
As in most other fields, a planned
program of on-the-job training is essential for the petroleum librarian, whatever his previous training or experience.
In general, the library supervisor is the
person best suited for arranging such a
course, one especially adapted for the
librarian's needs.
Training a New Librarian

In our library, the first thing we do
with the incoming member is to take
him all around the plant, so that he will
immediately get an overall view of the
company which he is going to serve.
Next he is taken around the library.
again with the object of getting the
overall picture. H e is then given an introductory book to read. Kalichevsky's
The Amazing Petroleum Industry. especially the first portion, is especially
suitable for this purpose. Everyone seems
to find it readable. Although reading on
the job is permitted, most people take
the book home for additional study.
After he has been in the library for a
month or so, he is given a set of questions to answer. These questions, incidentally, are given to all newcomers, regardless of background. They are not
intended as a test, but as a means of
calling attention to library holdings, locations, and procedures. The "question"
method seems to be much more effective than a sheet which simply sets forth
the facts, or a vague invitation to
browse. While I devised the questions
with reference to our own library, they
are of course applicable to others. Here
are some of them:
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1 ) Name an important abstract journal
published in ( a ) Germany, ( b ) England, ( c ) United States.
2 ) Give date of the first volume of the
American abstract journal. How many
decennial indexes have been published?
Dates?
3 ) By what names were the following
journals f o r m e r l y c a l l e d : Analytical
Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, Chemical Engineering Progress, Petroleum
Processing?
4 ) There is a set of books which is generally referred to simply as "Dunstan."
In how many volumes is this set? Give
complete reference -author (or editor,
as the case may be) title, publisher,
year of publication. Summarize briefly
the general nature of this work.
5 ) What do Berichte, Beilstein and
Chemisches Zentralblatt have in common? Wherein do they differ?
6 ) What classification system do we
use for our books?
7 ) Collect one copy each of all four
members of any one group of the journals listed below. (There follow four
groups of four titles each. Titles within
each group are closely similar, and the
idea is to call attention to this similarity, which can frequently lead to confusion both on the part of the borrower
and the librarian. One such group includes, for example, World Oil, World
Petroleum, Petroleum World and Pefroleum (London). Another includes
Chemical Engineering, Chemical Engineering News, Chemical Engineering
Progress, and Chemical Bulletin.)
Various other questions have to do
with the holdings and the locations of
special collections. A request is made
for the Petroleum Division papers given
at the New York meeting of the American Chemical Society in 1947. The
number of this ACS meeting is likewise
required. This question serves the double
purpose of directing attention to the
existence of the Petroleum Division
papers, so important in our field, and
to the fact that each semi-annual meeting of the ACS is numbered, which may
not be familiar to non-chemists.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Imaginary telephone inquiries call for
quick action in producing:
1) A patent for which the inquirer
knows only the patent number (we file
by patentees only in our library). Information as to correct procedure is
given.
2 ) A copy of a Russian journal -any
copy, title unspecified. T h e point is to
know that we do keep them, and where
we keep them.
3 ) "A blue book about treating petroleum -I think one of the authors has a
Russian name, and there are two copies
in the library." In order to play fair,
this book is actually blue. Since the
idea is to provide simply a preliminary
experience in handling requests of a
vague nature, we must be careful not to
let our new librarian receive too much
of a shock a t this point. If verisimilitude
were to be observed, the book would
turn out to be red, and both the authors
German.
Now we come to the climax, the
"Mystery of the Missing Books." This
one can be dramatized if you wish. You
play the part of a customer. You present the new librarian with a list of four
books, explaining, "I have checked locations on these books in the catalog, and
I have looked on the shelves where
they are supposed to be, but I can't
find a one. Where can they be?"
If the trainee is smart, she will not
jump to the conclusion that all four
books have been stolen. She will either
invite the customer to be seated while
she attempts to locate them, or preferably offer to bring them to his laboratory as soon as they are found.
I t will probably occur to her first that
the books have been lawfully charged
out. So she checks the record, and sure
enough Book No. 1 is safe in the possession of one of the chemists. But where
are the other three?
She now re-checks the catalog and
the bookshelves, and to her surprise
there stands Book No. 2 in the exact
spot where the catalog said it would be!
Book No. 3 is the second volume of
a six-volume set. I t is on its own shelf
M A R C H , 1952

too, but did not show up because it was
out of its proper sequence.
Book No. 4 is the tough one to find.
It is the one which you yourself are
using at a library table, and in plain
sight all the time.
This little dramatization may seem
simple and obvious enough, but it does
serve to call attention in an unforgettable way to the four most likely places
where "missing" books may be found.
Mrs. Wilson, our cataloger, contributes
a part of the training program in a series
of talks and practice lessons pertaining
to the cataloging aspects of the work.
She explains the principles of the Universal Decimal System for Chemistry
and Physics which we use in our library.
She has prepared a sheet for our looseleaf notebooks in which she discusses
the arrangement of an index or a card
catalog. Her course includes instruction
in the care and maintenance of library
materials.
So far, I have discussed phases of library training which are applicable to
m o s t s c i e n c e - t e c h n o l o g y librarians,
whether or not of the petroleum variety.
Training for Technical Work

I am fully aware that some of my
ideas are in opposition to those held by
many members of the Chemical Literature Group of the ACS on the one hand,
and of SLA on the other. As an active
member of both societies, I certainly
would be the last to deny the value of
the chemistry degree or the library degree in a petroleum research library, or
the necessity that each degree be represented, a t least. As an ideal, I have even
speculated on the interesting possibilities of a staff composed entirely of
holders of both degrees, with the routine
work distributed or rotated among them.
But to return to my opening sentences, let us face the facts. Petroleum
librarians seldom come ready made.
Many library-trained people have little
scientific background, and small interest
in acquiring one. Many chemists are
not temperamentally adapted to library
work. Further, the laboratories, which
(Continued on page 104)
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Books

...

Borrowed, Lost or Stolen'"
by
IRENEM. STRIEBY,Librarian
Lilly Research Laboratories
Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

D

disappear?
If so, why? Answering the second
question satisfactorily may aid in solving the problem posed in the initial question-if,
indeed, it is your problem.
Many librarians do consider it a probblem and would like to hear the subject discussed. For present purposes, the
term book is an all-inclusive one; books,
journals, pamphlets, pictures and photostats-all
are among the types of library materials that may disappear.
The following material is synthesized
from the viewpoint of librarians in industrial organizations. It is also recognized that departmental librarians of
university and public libraries must also
cope with the problem of Books -Borrowed, Lost or Stolen. More often than
not, however, the policies they follow
are those set by the library administration of which they are a part. The industrial librarian has more pioneering
work to do in that he must formulate
the policies as well as see that they are
integrated with overall policies of his
organization.
Books may be AWOL for any one of
many reasons. Disappearance may result from accident or pure carelessness,
or it may be directly related to the individual needs of the client. Possibly,
0 BOOKS AND JOURNALS

*Prepared as a part of the Panel Discussion: "Library Headaches" and presented at a
meeting of the Pharmaceutical section, ScienceTechnology Division, 42nd Annual Convention,
SLA, St. Paul, Minnesota, June 18, 1951.

the one recognizable common denominator is the human element involved.
The librarian deals with people a t the
same time he deals with books. Among
specific reasons the following may be
enumerated: ( 1) the book may be misshelved; ( 2 ) the client may forget to
charge it; ( 3 ) the book may be too difficult to find; once the client does find it,
he may reason he can put it to better
use since others may share his difficulty
in using the library; ( 4 ) the book needed may be physically located where it
cannot be consulted with convenience;
( 5 ) the book may be a t the bindery and
no record made of it; ( 6 ) the book may
have been loaned before processing is
complete; ( 7 ) the rules for circulation
may not be liberal enough; ( 8 ) the book
may have been loaned to another by the
person who originally borrowed it, the
latter failing to re-charge it; ( 9 ) the
book may have disappeared from laboratory or office without the knowledge
of the original borrower; (10) there
may have been a fire or some other accidental reason to cause its disappearance. You may think of other reasons;
some are justifiable and some are not.
If books are missing, perhaps reading
the shelves may bring to light some of
the missing items; it is surprising how
many books may be found out of place.
Not only may they be misshelved in
haste by a member of the library staff,
but sometimes a client, in an effort
t o help "keep house," may consult sevSPECIAL LIBRARIES

era1 books, then put them back where
he thinks he found them. There is also
a possibility that unbound journals will
be found out of place, chronologically or
otherwise. File material may also be
juggled until it is the same as lost. The
chance for error increases if stacks are
open and if files are arranged for the
client's use.
In case of lost books, perhaps an inventory may be in order. Whether this
is made or not depends upon time available and the policy of the library. Regardless of the desirability of an inventory, it is still wise to establish the fact
that a book has really disappeared before the librarian contacts the clientele
in regard to missing items. This principle is recognized in good library public
relations.
One librarian suggests that it may be
a simple matter of guess work to discover who has the missing item. Familiarity with the interests of his clientele enables him to fit these interests
with the subject of the missing book.
Following his hunch, he eliminates all
possibilities, one by 0% until he discovers the book, usually with the aid of
the
Others place
On
bulletin boards and in the company
magazine. It is reasonable to assume
that the problem cannot be too troublesome in these situations.
Preparation and distribution of a list
of missing items is an established procedure in a majority of libraries. Here
again the frequency with which it is
done depends upon the time available
as well as upon library policy. The circulation of just one more list of missing
books may fail to gain the attention of
the clientele. TOOoften it goes into the
waste basket unless the potential offender is startled into doing something
about it.
Circulation of such a list may still
not bring to light all of the missing
books. Once or twice a year a personal
visit by one of the staff members to all
of the laboratories and offices may locate missing items. I t is particularly effective when one is trying to find miss-
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ing journals in order to complete files
for the bindery. When plant personnel
is widely scattered, this plan is not
practicable. It is then up to the individual librarian to use his ingenuity to devise original methods to fit the specific
situations.
If a reasonable amount of time has
been expended to locate the book, it is
,is,,
before too much time has elapsed,
to make a decision either to replace the
item if it is important, or to remove the
cards from the catalog and forget about
it. If the latter course is followed, it
might be best to preserve the cards just
in case some forgetful laboratory worker cleans out the space underneath the
front seat of his car preparatory to trading it in for a new model. Or, if someone leaves the employ of the organization, the librarian may be in for a surprise. The person leaving may clean
house and return many items, or he
may forget to return anything charged
to him.
hi^ leads to the problem of the
is common experience
stolen book.
that few books are deliberately taken
without any intention of returning them.
Occasionally, however, this happens. If
and when it does, text books top the
list of desiderata, so one's best guess is
that part-time student workers, who
have not yet reached the age of accountability, are the culprits. If s ~ the
, matter can be dismissed with the thought
that the item is fulfilling its purpose on
a full-time basis. The best procedures
in existence may not help in preventing recurrence of this annoying experience.
Borrowed books compose a far more
troublesome class for the average special librarian. It is difficult to formulate
rules for a known clientele that usually
has serious need for many of the items
borrowed. One library reported success
upon adoption of strict rules covering
short loan periods. The best remedies,
however, appear to lie in measures
taken to discourage the disappearance
of books. What are some of these? They
may help you solve your problems al-
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though some will prove impracticable.
Remedies
1. Special emphasis should be given to
providing as many copies of books as
are necessary to fill the need. Of course,
there may always be a time when no
copy can be found regardless of how
many duplicates are available. If there
is difficulty in increasing the budget to
cover sufficient copies, it is time for the
librarian to point out, as did two chemists recently, that we milk the cow regularly but little do we do to feed it!
2. A liberal loan policy in regard to
length of time a book may be kept is
recommended by some. This also saves
time for the librarian who regularly
sends overdue notices. If the item is
constantly called for by the clientele or
is needed in the library for reference
use, the purchase of a duplicate copy is
clearly indicated. This method of waiting to assess the demand may help to
keep the purchases within the budget.
T h e problem of whether the duplicate
should be charged to the library or to
another department must be determined
by a general purchasing policy for the
library. In some organizations books are
regarded as expendable as laboratory
glassware.
3. The tendency to create "private libraries" sets up barriers for others who
may want to use the books and sabotages the work of the librarian. A policy
specifying that the first copy of any
book purchased shall be the property of
the library, either for loan or reference
purposes, may be the answer in some
situations. If another copy is needed for
departmental use, it must be a second
copy. If some clear-cut policy of this
type is not worked out with the aid of
management, the librarian must accept
the fact that the problem of decentralization will continue as long as there
are books and people. Even this type of
solution brings attendant problems such
as more work for the staff in processing
books and indicating duplicate copies in
the card catalog, shelf list and loan
record. One organization permits no departmental libraries.

4. The charging system for books and
file material should be made as simple
as possible, not only to save staff time
but also to make it easy for the clientele
to help itself. Seventeen years' experience with a modified Detroit charging
system enables the writer to state that
it pays dividends. Stacks are open. The
book identification card is in the book
pocket. The client, ready to leave with
his book, needs only to remove the card,
jot down his name, department number
and date, and leave the card on the
charging desk. If the librarian is busy
helping some one else, the client encounters no delay in waiting for book
cards to be stamped. "Out cards" for file
material and simple charge slips for unbound journals likewise encourage self
service.
5. Another preventive remedy along the
line of securing simplicity in loan procedures is recommended by the librarian who places book-size blocks of
wood upon the shelves labelled with
name and author of the various "desk"
or departmental copies of books. For
those who prefer to browse rather than
to use the catalog, this method, while
not revealing the information contained
in a book, does indicate its existence in
the organization. Where shelf space is
at a premium, this solution can scarcely
be considered a panacea
6. T h e problem of preventing clients
from leaving without charging library
items might be solved if an attendant
sat at a charging desk near the entrance to the library. This would work
satisfactorily if there were only one
door, an attendant always on duty, and
the library closed to clientele after
hours.
7. One library requires that books be
consulted in the library. Another virtually has the same policy in that no
journals may be circulated. It is a recognized fact that journals are all-important in research work. Such policies can
be effective only if the location of the
library is a central one and also if the
clientele cooperates in carrying the pol(Continued on page 9 4 )
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Truining for

Map Librarianshi6
rho01 curriculums. I n 1948, according to
Herman Henkle" eight library schools
offered a single elective course in speBOUT A YEAR AND A HALF AGO, a cial libraries, two offered courses in
prominent map curator was quoted both special and in hospital libraries.
as saying she "learned through experi- One school offered a study of the adence, observation and investigation, as ministration of science and technology
there is not, and never has been train- libraries, another, a hospital libraries
ing for map curators."' This was prob- course, and a law library course was
ably true until last year, but we hope offered by still another. Two library
the program now under way a t the Uni- schools had programs to train special
versity of Illinois will contribute some- librarians, while two others had what
thing to the training for map librarian- Mr. Henkle described as intensive proship -training which has surely been grams to train special librarians. Nowhere was more than a cursory glance
neglected.
Since 1909, when the Special Libra- given to map libraries.
ries Association was organized, there
During the past three years the curhas been concern over the educational riculum of most of the library schools
preparation of special librarians. I n 19 19, has undergone a drastic revision. At the
the Riverside Public Library (Califor- first-year graduate level there is a tennia) offered a training program in busi- dency to eliminate many of the so-called
ness library methods. Slowly, library technique courses and substitute courses
schools became interested in meeting an in surveys of literature, in research
ever increasing demand on the part of methods and in communications. There
special librarians, that some training be is also a tendency to exclude from the
given in the ordinary library school new curriculum, courses of a highly specurriculum to prepare librarians to or- cialized nature.
ganize and supervise special libraries
The curriculum a t the University of
serving businesses, industries, govern- Illinois Library School has undergone
ment agencies, societies and specialized just such a change. The class in special
academic libraries.
library administration, for example, was
Often, a single course in special libra- dropped. However, the following statery administration was offered to parallel ment does appear in the 1951-52 catsimilar courses in college and univer- alog, "Students preparing for positions
sity, public or school library adminis- in special subject libraries will find a
tration. Later, courses reviewing the varied series of courses in subject bibliliterature of specialized fields, or in the ography -both in the Library School
administration of a specialized type of and in other divisions of the University."
library, were introduced into library
Three of the courses listed are in
other divisions of the University: chem"Adapted from a paper presented before a
Mr. Woods is map librarian, University of Illinois, Urbana, I l l .

A

Round Table Discussion, Geography and Map
Division, a t the 42nd Annual Convention of
SLA, St. Paul, Minnesota, June 19, 1951.
1 Library Journal, 75:442, March 15, 1950.
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"Chicago
U n i v e r s i t y . G r a d u a t e Library
School, Library Conference, Education for Librarianship, p. 171-72.

ical literature and reference work, use
of law books and music bibliography
and reference. Three others offered in
the library school by staff members of
the university library are biological literature and reference work, medical literature and reference work, and maps
and cartobibliographical aids. T h e fundamental purpose of this paper is to
discuss Library Science 306, Maps and
Cartobibliographical Aids, as offered for
the last two years a t the University of
Illinois Library School.
Personnel officers and others hiring
special librarians are often undecided
as to whether a subject specialist with
an interest in library problems, or a
library specialist with an interest in the
subject should be hired for a special
library position. Dr. Burton W. Adkinson, a geographer turned librarian-administrator, participating in a 1948 SLA
round table on training for special librarians, said he preferred to hire someone
with native ability who had special
training either in geography or in librarv sciences. Dr. Adkinson assumed that
no employe would come with all of the
desirable qualifications, but that further training could well be secured
while on the job.
When Dr. J. A. Russell came to Illinois as head of the newly reorganized
Department of Geography in February,
1949, his ideas for a course in map
bibliography were discussed with James
Ranz, then map librarian a t Illinois.
Further discussion with Dr. R. B. Downs,
director of the library and library school,
proved that the school was willing to
cooperate and include such a course in
its curriculum.
The class, maps and cartobibliographical aids, is one of six courses in cartography. T h e others, all recently initiated
or reorganized, are field geography, map
compilation and construction, problems
in cartography, map reading and interpretation, and descriptive interpretation
of aerial photographs.
Details of the course outline were
worked out originally by Mr. Ranz.
T h e course, described as "an examina-

tion of the problems involved in the
cataloging, classification, and care of
maps," is offered for two semester-hours
credit to undergraduates, or one-half
unit to graduate students.
Offered again during the second semester of 1950-5 1 under my instruction,
the course enrollment was limited to
fifteen students, five of whom were geographers and ten of whom were librarians. T h e units were prefaced with a discussion of the description, objectives
and requirements of the course. The
latter included examination of numerous references, reports on relative subjects and a final examination. Seven
units of varying importance were included :
1. Introduction to maps and map
libraries
2. Cartobibliographies a n d r e l a t e d
aids
3. Physical care and treatment of
maps
4. Classification of maps
5. Cataloging of maps
6. Old and rare maps
7. Use of maps and cartobibliographical aids.
A reorganization of the course outline
on the basis of experience, and in the
light of comments made by both instructors and students would probably
allow for three major divisions covering
appropriate subjects :
1. Introduction to maps and libraries
( a ) M a p nomenclature
( b ) History of maps
( c ) Map activity
( d ) M a p libraries

2. Cartobibliographies a n d r e l a t e d
aids
( a ) Works treating maps in general
( b ) Cartobibliographies proper
( c ) Catalogs of individual collections
( d ) Catalogs of g o v e r n m e n t a l
mapping agencies
( e ) Catalogs of commercial mapping agencies
(Continued on page 1 0 2 )
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Current Library Tools and
Sources of Information in the

Electrical Industry"

Miss Neil is librarian, Research Laboratory, General E l e c t r i c C o m p a n y ,
Schenectady, New York.

T

HE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY comprises

many phases of activity, and it
would be impertinent for me to attempt
to fulfill the connotations of the title
which has been bestowed upon this
paper. Even in my own-the
General
Electric Company -there are many interests and products which do not concern me directly. Just to give you a brief
idea of our interpretation of electrical
industry, I ask the liberty of listing a
few of our pursuits.
We are one of the world's largest
molders of plastics. For years, we have
been active in the field of silicones; our
chemical department manufactures paint
for use on many types of surfaces; our
turbines and generators are in use in
every section of the globe; there is a
group of scientists engaged in the study
of weather modifications; and one of
the company plants has a laboratory devoted to lightning research. This list
only touches upon the infinite variety of
activities, but it suffices to show the
scope. All of these endeavors deal with
one phase or another of the electrical
industry. Even weather bears upon it
by virtue of its association with water
power.
So many interests indicate that somewhere in the organization there must
be a research laboratory. Very early in

* Adapted from a paper presented at the
42nd Annual Convention of SLA, St. Paul,
Minnesota, June 18, 1951.
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our history such a department was foreseen, and in 1900 the first industrial research laboratory was inaugurated. The
laboratory maintains a library of some
16,000 volumes and a staff to handle
the book needs of about 275 scientists.
This library is my respor~sibility.
This paper will discuss the functions
of a research library in an electrical
industry.
Current tools mean one thing to
everyone: periodicals. Our library subscribes to about three hundred journals,
comprising foreign and English language magazines covering the fields of
chemistry, physics and metallurgy.
Very early in the practice of my profession I was introduced to the habit of
examining, perusing and reading the
magazines. My first mentor, Nell Steel,
who was librarian of the former Armour
Institute of Technology, impelled me,
by unconscious example, to investigate
the journals. I decided to find out why
she always wanted priority on them and
why she carried home armloads of the
periodicals. I investigated the information she culled from them and the use
she made of it, thereby disclosing an
entirely new world of possibilities. The
following practices stem directly from
these early experiences.
In our library new magazines never
leave the room until I have examined
them. I t is an unbreakable rule that
every journal is put on my desk. From
these I make selections for my personal
reading. This is one bit of "fun" in the
library from which I extract a full measure of pleasure. Not on131 is the time
89

profitably spent in perusing the journals
-it
is also a respected break in the
routine. Magazine day is red letter day
for me.
What do I look for? First, let me
make it clear that I am not concerned
with abstracting and that I am not entertaining the idea of becoming an encyclopedia. Mine is a case of looking at
as many journals as quickly as possible
(We maintain an index of current technical literature as a further service.)
My magazine reading is for the purposes of keeping myself informed first,
and second to be able to help, directly
or indirectly, the library patron. There
are briefly four types of journals in my
present analysis:
1. Those especially good for news
2. Those specializing in good book
revieQvs
3. The general survey type
4 Those of general scientific interest
A word of warning is needed. Journals given herewith are not being discussed for their contents in general. No
attempt is being made to evaluate material or to enumerate the articles. In
this paper I am endeavoring to describe
specialties only.
Some outstanding examples of magazines which are especially good for
news are:
Chemical and Engineering News in
which the news is brief, timely and,
happily, sometimes gossipy.
Science, along with the former, is an
excellent source of information about
medals and awards.
Electrical Engineering naturally contains items of general news interest to
us.
The American Ceramic Society Bulletin is another magazine which occasionally yields a n interesting item.
Chemistry and Industry is useful for
British news in the chemical field.
Nature is a joy for many reasons. I t
still retains much of the flavor of early
scientific writing, yet reports a variety
of events of noteworthy value. For news
of foreign medals and awards it is exceptional. We once had a man in our
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laboratory whose special delight was
the obituary notices. They have a charm
all their own.
Physikalische Blatter is a useful journal for news of European (particularly
German) science.
Physics Today has good reviews, together with news about physicists and
their activities.
There are certain kinds of items to
look for in journals such as those just
mentioned, including: new laboratories,
"names in the news7', award notices, new
products, government happenings, salary surveys, technical employment and
society meetings. Information on the
subjects I have just mentioned will help
you to be a well informed and, therefore, a more useful librarian.
Noteworthy illustrations of book review magazines are: Science Progress,
which is a unique quarterly devoted to
survey articles, review essays and numerous short reviews; T h e Franklin
Institute Journal, which has good reviews and a long list of new books;
Science usually has a few good reviews;
and Nature, of course, is excellent for a
variety of reviews and quarterly lists of
new books.
Some other magazines which contain
excellent book notices are The Journal
of the American Chemical Society, The
Journal of Chemical Education, Journal
of Applied Physics, Proceedings of the
Royal Society, Proceedings of the Physical Society, Chemical and Engineering
News, and Philosophical Magazine.
The American Scientist has a book
review policy which resembles that of
Science Progress, and it is invaluable.
Last, but not least, is the Review of
Scientific Instruments. We are all familiar with its spring and fall book lists.
In all of the foregoing journals the
book announcements are plentiful and
alluring. Since I do most of the book
selection, reviews and announcements
are of primary importance.
The general survey articles usually
appear in journals such as Reviews of
Modern Physics, Chemical Reviews, and
Quarterly Reviews. These periodicals
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are quickly scanned and the interested
persons notified immediately if necessary.
~h~ articles of more general scientific
content are found in almost any magazine, but there are some outstanding
titles which deserve honorable mention.
Endeavour, with its especially appropriate title, is very valuable. id you
ever have a scientist request suggestions
for the subject of a talk to be
before a local men's Bible class or a
group of science students? Endeavour
is a favorite source for such material.
A good semi-scholarly publication devoted to a variety of topics is Scientific
Monthly. Regaining some of its imporis The
tance in the field of
American. It seems to represent a cross between the defunct Federal Science Progress and Science Illustrated.
Factually stimulating, Fortune is wellwritten and frequently enlivened by
cryptic pungency.
Physics Today often contains articles
of general importance. One issue last
year (February) contained a paper by
K. K. Darrow on ''How to Address the
American Physical Society". Its prin,-iples apply equally to any association
and should help to prevent the audience
from "heading for the corridors".
The American Scientist r e a p p e a r s
again in this last category. It has a quaiity not found in other journals and is an
excellent source for "spoofingn articles
which help to spice routines and offer
material for conversation. If you have
not read "How Newton Discovered the
Law of Gravitationv in the January,
1951 issue, it is hereby urged that you
do so. I t is almost too true and its irony
is delightful. Our library has made a
collection of such articles and we maintain a "humor" file which is gleaned
from our reading.
By this time you are aware of the
fact that a research organization in the
electrical industry is much like its counterparts the world over. Therefore, you
will not be surprised when I state that
Chemical Abstracts is our most produc-
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tive source of technical data. No other
single publication yields so much information to us as this. Even so, we have
had trouble convincing metallurgists
and physicists of its value. However,
two recent experiences have pointed UP
its importance. Our low temperature investigators thought they had completely
covered their field for a literature survey; but they overlooked Chemical Abstracts. We undertook to complete their
Survey and thereby proved to them that
they had missed a t least 50 Per cent of
the references- They will never forget
these abstracts in the future. Again, one
of our metallurgists discovered that a
patent in which he was particularly interested was given in Chemical Abstracts. No other reference to it was
in any
such
Henceforth, the librarian will scan all
future issues of the abstracts for similar material of value to this researcher.
We supplement Chemical Abstracts
with other services such as Chemisches
Zentralblatt, ASM Reviews of Metal
Literature, Metallurgical Abstracts, Science Abstracts (A and B), Wireless Engineer, or the Proceedings of the Znstitute of Radio Engineers which reprints
references in toto from the former, Repertorium der technischen Journal-literature, and Engineering Index.
I t is superfluous to mention Beilstein,
Gmelin, Mellor, Landolt-Bornstein (the
fifth edition) and znternational Critical
Tables. They all serve a definite role in
obtaining data on properties and Preparation of c o m ~ o u n d sand elements. The
standard handbooks on chemistry, P ~ Y S ics and metallurgy make up the nucleus
of Our reference collection. They are too
well known even to enumerate.
There are othkr aids which are particularly applicable to our work. Among
these are TIP, which is an outstanding
example of current document indexing
and a fruitful sourcebook in the field of
unpublished literature. We also use Doctoral Dissertations and Microfilm Abstracts considerably to obtain information on and copies of doctoral theses.
(Continued on page 110)
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LABOR-SAVING METHODS
,4PPLIED TO

Magazine Circulation"
M r . Bumgardner is supervisor of the
library, The Detroit Edison Company.

D

RECENT YEARS several
changes in our library procedure
have been introduced to facilitate the
handling of magazine circulation. These
changes have resulted in an improvement in the service rendered to employes, minimized the labor required to
do the job and greatly reduced the
chances of errors being introduced into
the records.
The following facts will be of interest
in understanding our magazine circulation requirements. T h e company serves
an area of about 7,600 square miles,
with many offices and employes stationed in outlying districts. Presently,
approximately 1,050 employes, regardless of work location, are receiving magazines upon request. The total number
of magazines-per -employe circulations
handled last year was 192,000 (number
of copies x 10 x average number of issues per year). With twelve employes.
the labor required for the operation of
the library represents 83 per cent of the
total expenses a t the present time. In
1940, the equivalent figure was about
70 per cent. Thus, not only is this the
largest item of expense in operating our
library-it
is increasing percentagewise.
Magazines for circulation are ordinarily obtained on the basis of one copy
URING

':' Adapted from a paper presented before
the Public Utilities section, Science-Technology
Division, at the 42nd Annual Convention of
SLA, St. Paul, Minnesota, June 18, 1951.

for each ten names. I n addition, one
copy of each of the 260 different magazines obtained is currently kept on the
periodical rack for ready reference.
Magazines are distributed mainly by
company mail, and the order of circulation is by company location to minimize the time required for mailing from
one employe to the next.
The following changes were made
during the period 1940-1948. They
have been in operation long enough now
to have proven to be worthwhile and
workable.
The first change made in our magazine circulation procedure was to discontinue having copies of the magazines returned to the library after circulation to a single individual. They
are now returned to the library only
after the circulation to ten names has
been completed. At present, it takes on
the average approximately twenty working days to circulate one copy of a
magazine to ten names. This compares
with over forty-three days under the
old system of back-to-the-library between each circulation to an individual.
Thus, this change, besides reducing the
amount of labor required, has speeded
up considerably the service to employes.
Another change, and one that has
saved considerable labor without any
undue concern to the employes themselves, was the discontinuance of the
sending of a list of magazines to some
1,050 employes once a year for checking those publications desired during
the following year. T h e few changes
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made as a result of the former procedure did not warrant the work involved in preparing tabulations and answering questions about last year's selections. Additions or deletions, however, are made whenever requested. Employes who are not on our circulation list
and who desire to be included may be
added at any time during the year, just
as before. New employes visit the library
during their indoctrination and thus
learn of this as well as other library services which are available to them.
By far the most important change in
our magazine procedure, from a laborsaving standpoint, was the utilization of
a punched card system beginning about
three years ago. This system does away
with the involved and tedious hand
method of record-keeping and route-

list preparation. Besides allowing for
almost unlimited expansion in the number of requests handled by the same
amount of help, it is a comparatively
error-free system. I t is flexible, too, since
it allows for changes in circulation lists,
changes which can be incorporated so
as to take effect almost immediately.
The record cards can be rearranged a t
any time to place "hold-ups" a t the bottom of the list, discards can be removed
and new requests can be added in
proper location sequence. Our card records are thus always maintained in an
up-to-date order. Circulation lists are
prepared by machine. These are printed
directly from the record cards in groups
of ten names once every two or three
months, as determined by the number
(Continued on page 1 0 2 )

President's Message
For ten full years, SPECIAL LIBRARIES progressed under the devoted
(and voluntary) guidance of Alma Mitchill. Last year the association employed a full-time, professional managing editor, Harry Snowden, Jr., to
relieve Miss Mitchill and to bring SPECIAL LIBRARIES to a new level of
quality and helpfulness.
Mr. Snowden had only enough time to make a promising start when he
had to ask - with much regret - to be allowed to resign in order to consider
a very fine opportunity with a large private publishing firm. To replace him,
the Executive Board has appointed Dora Richman, former reference librarian,
Consumer's Union in New York City, as associate editor to fill out Mr.
Snowden's unexpired term which is open for renewal June 1 , 1952.
All this emphasizes our need for a long range plan to make SPECIAL
LIBRARIES a truly professional journal and to insure a steady, increased
growth in its value to all of us. An important factor in that growth will be
your help and your criticism.
Every time you read a new issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES you discover
articles which appeal to you - new ideas, stimulating thoughts, better sources
of material, more effective techniques. On the other hand, you may disagree
with what you find, or fail to discover what you hoped the pages would
disclose. When this happens it is the time to speak up. Your questions, your
criticisms, your offers to write a better article or a different one, will give
the editors what they need to make the journal more effective.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES is like your child. It cannot grow the way you want
it to grow without your help and steady guidance. It needs not only your
"Don'ts", but also your cooperation to be what you want it to be. Start doing
your part now. Write today to Miss Richman or Miss Mitchill about this issue.
GRIEC ASPNES,President.
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C O N V E N T I O N NEWS

"Have you seen the SLA Convention
program in the News Bulletin? I am sending my registration cards right now."
MAIL THEM NOW. Advance registration cards for the convention and for
hotel accommodations were enclosed in
the convention program sent to all members recently. REGISTER NOW.

SbA CONVENTION

New York City

M a y 25-29, 1952

Borrowed Books
(Continued from page 8 6 )

icies out. T h e desirability of such policies, which are the exception rather
than the rule, must be determined by
management, with the overall function
of the library in mind.
8. An efficient system for the delivery
and return of books is a great aid in
preventing books from straying. In some
libraries, a special library messenger is
available for this service. I n other libraries, route lists are never used on specific
items; the material goes to one person
a t a time, thus enabling the librarian to
place responsibility for the loan at all
times.

9. Never underestimate the power of a
secretary. Many organizations provide
secretarial training programs. Here is
an opportunity to see that the work of
the library is described and the secretary told that he can aid in keeping
journals moving when they are received
en route at a time when the boss is out
of town, and in returning other items
promptly to the library. This is done in
our organization by one of the library
staff members who has been invited to
participate in the training course. As a
part of the program, a visit is made to
the library.
10. T h e orientation idea is extended to
the entire personnel during the first
week of employment in some organizations. In others, the library staff is invited to interpret library service to the
clientele likely to make frequent use
of the library. In still others, library
handbooks are intended to cover this
need. One library reported it a routine
for groups of new staff members to
visit the library where classification,
loan rules, and other policies and procedures are explained. On the other
hand, some replies indicate that securing cooperation is all a matter of education, that bulletin board notices and
personal explanations alone will be effective.
Credit for several of the foregoing
suggestions should be given to those
who answered questions submitted to
them in a survey made by the writer in
1945 of twenty of the largest libraries
of the Science-Technology Division.
At the outset we should have pinched
ourselves as a reminder that we have
come a long way since the day of the
chained book. Our major concern is
with making library materials available
to all of our clientele; the disappearing
book is only one of the by-problems
with which we must cope. Nor do we
forget that, if all the books were in place
on the shelves of the average library,
there would not be room for recent accessions. Utopia simply does not lie
within the area of our libraries.
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SLA Publications
CUMULATIVE STATEMENT O N PUBLICATIONS I N PRINT AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1951
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Date
1937

* 1946 & 1947

195 1
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Name o f Publication

Cost

Social W e l f a r e : Subject Headings List ..................$ 293.25
Special Library Resources, Vols. 2-4.................... 19,658.72
List o f Subject Headings for Chemistry Libraries
Union List o f Technical Periodicals ......................
Aviation Subject Headings ....................................
Brief for Corporation Libraries ..............................
Creation and Development o f A n Insurance Library ................................................................
Subject Headings for Aeronautical Engineering
Libraries ..........................................................
Numerical Index to the Bibliography o f Scientific
and Industrial Reports, Vols. 1-10..................
Source List o f Selected Labor Statistics ................
Fakes and Forgeries in the Fine Arts ....................
Contributions Toward A Special Library Glossary
S L A Transactions o f t h e 41st Annual Convention
Technical Libraries, Their Organization and Management ............................................................
S L A Directory o f Members ..................................
Nicknames o f American Cities..............................
Classification Schemes and Subject Headings
List Loan Collection o f S L A............................
111.66

t N o records kept.
* Special Library Resources, V o l . 1 ( N o w out of Print) ........

5,178.39

No.
Printed

Inst.
Given

Copies
Sold

Total Receipts
T o Date

5 11
$ 457.80
931 ( S e t s )
15 extra vols. 15,786.13
986
1,561.18
738
4,400.40
281
483.28
650
1.129.09

Here i s a Cornpan
by GENEVA
SEYBOLD
Division of Personnel Administration
National Conference Industrial Board
New York, N. Y.
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HAT IS A COMPANY LIBRARY? Easy to define? Perhaps -in general terms. But approach the specific
and one is likely to encounter difficulty, for no two company libraries are alike. If ever the term "custom made"
applies, it does in this instance.
Not long ago the heads of special libraries maintained
by twelve large advertising agencies in New York City
compared notes. Independently, each made a list of the
types of material kept in his or her library and of the
services provided. When the lists were compared, the librarians were startled to find that only a few items were
common to all. Although their survey had been narrowed
to the same business in the same locality, no uniform pattern was evident.
In general, a company library implies:
Space,
Supplies,
Staff, and
Services.
Books, pamphlets, newspapers, magazines, etc., are assembled in a central place. Here they are organized by specially trained personnel to provide a variety of services to
the employes of the company which finances the endeavor.
Examination of how a single unit operates may be helpful -always keeping in mind that no one library is representative of company libraries as a whole. Take, for
example, the library of The Detroit Edison Company,
which has been a vital part of that organization for nearly
forty years.

Central Location Chosen

This public utility, which serves an area of about 7,600
square miles, has many offices and employes in outlying
districts as well as in Detroit itself. I t was in 1914 that the
various departments of the company gave up their individual collections of reference materials to start a company
library. A location on the fifth floor of the general offices
was chosen because it was central so far as all offices in the
ten-story building were concerned. A second office structure has since been erected and connected by a concourse
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

The wide variety of services such a
library can provide i s demonstrated
a t The Detroit Edison Company
to the general offices. Approximately
four thousand employes work in the
two buildings.
With the exception of collections maintained in the medical, legal, and research departments, the central unit is
now the only company library. The research department library, located at
one of the power plants, is under the
jurisdiction of the supervisor of the
central library. He reports to the company's director of research, who in turn
reports directly to the president of the
company.

in the library or withdraw it for a
limited time a t no charge. Included in
the reference materials are pamphlets,
periodicals and indexes. If in this wide
collection the Edison employe does not
find what he wants, the company librarians will obtain books and periodicals
for him from the local public library or
other outside libraries.
Circulation of Periodicals

In the company library are more than
250 periodicals, including foreign publications. About half of the magazines obtained by the company are acquired for
use in specific departments and half for
Library in Three Parts
In the central library, which has floor circulation to employes who have respace of approximately 2,900 square quested them by filling out a form.
Ordinarily, magazines for circulation
feet, the equivalent of three small readare
obtained on the basis of one copy
ing or study rooms is provided. In addition to the reference library, there is a for each ten names. In addition, a single
technical file section and a rental libra- reference copy of each of the magazines
ry. T h e rental library, stocked with is kept on the periodical rack in the
fiction and nonfiction books currently on library. Back copies of some of the magbest seller lists, is located on the ninth azines are bound for permanent referfloor of the general offices, near the em- ence. Magazines are distributed mainly
by company mail. T o minimize the time
ploye-restaurant and auditorium.
required
for mailing from one employe
Services provided by the library as a
to
the
next,
the order of circulation is
whole are a far departure from mere
by
company
location.
custody of books. The books -more
A
punch-card
system is utilized in
than 24,000 of them, including bound
the
preparation
of
route lists. Circulavolumes of periodicals -are chiefly on
technical subjects but embrace any tion lists are machine-prepared directly
published information relevant to the from master record cards in groups of
company's business. They are classified ten names once every two or three
under a system that is based on the months. This is determined by the numDewey Decimal System, altered and ber of changes made necessary through
expanded to meet the particular needs additions, deletions and changes of adof Detroit Edison.
" Reprinted with permission from ManageEmployes may either consult material ment Record, October, 195 1.
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dress. The cards can be rearranged at
any time to put names of those who are
"holding up" speedy circulation at the
bottom of the list. Discards can be removed and new requests added in proper location sequence, so that the card
records are always maintained in up-todate order.
Digests of Books and Articles

Complete reports of literature searches,
abstracts of specific articles and bibliographies are prepared on the request
of employes. Approximately once a
month, a four-page typed and multilithed leaflet called the Library Digest is prepared and circulated to all
Detroit Edison employes who want it.
Two pages are devoted to five-or-sixline digests of current technical literature (articles, books and patents), and
one page is filled with digests of current
nontechnical material. T h e first page
contains a longer review of a report or
study of general interest and importance to those in the public utility business. An order blank is provided-in the
Library Digest which may be returned
to the library by interdepartmental
mail. On this, the employe can indicate
by item number which of the books or
pamphlets he would like to borrow.
Another l i b r a r y s e r v i c e frequently
utilized by departments and employes
is the translation of articles, reports,
letters and other documents in any foreign language.
All requests for the purchase of books,
magazine subscriptions or other published materials for use in the company
are routed through the library. HOGever, the library does not obtain books
or periodical subscriptions for the personal use of employes.
Newspaper Clipping Service

A newspaper clipping service now
maintained by the library antedates the
library by many years. Going back to
1893, the clippings provide a history
file of Detroit, especially of utilities. Current newspaper clippings on public utilities and related subjects are assembled
in 8 % by 11 inch pages. Photostats of
these, numbered consecutively for easy
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reference, are circulated to all departments of the company.
The library supplies regular lists of
its recent additions. (These compilations, too, are typed and offset.) And
several times a year it sends a list of
national association and society meetings, to be held during the next eight
months, to all department heads who
might find the meetings of particular
interest.
At Detroit Edison, company policy
and procedure statements are available
to supervisors and employes in the form
of collections of "Active General Orders, Routine Instructions and Company Memorandums." The library maintains books of these a t many locations
so that a complete file is always available to employes for ready reference.
Another job undertaken by the library
staff is making patent searches.
The division of the library known as
the technical file service organizes departmental files and assists in maintaining them by classification of technical
and other file materials on a uniform,
company-wide basis. I t maintains a central subject-card catalog, indexing all of
the material in the many department
files which it services.
The rental library, which is on the
ninth floor and separated from the reference library, might be considered a part
of the company's recreation program
for employes. About a third of the books
in this collection are general fiction and
two thirds westerns and mysteries. They
are chosen from reviews and advance
notices of possible best sellers or are
the works of popular authors.
Two cents a day is the rental charged.
Employes a t any company location can
order a book from the rental library by
telephone or through the interdepartmental mail. T o save sending small
change through the mail, employes
open accounts by depositing a dollar,
from which rental charges are deducted.
Brief notices of new books available
through the rental library are carried
in a regular column in the Synchro(Continued on page 1 1 0 )
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Chapter Highlights
CHAPTER PROJECTS, 195 1-52
BALTIMORE:
( 1 ) Membership drive; ( 2 ) Revision of the Directory of Special Libraries
within the Baltimore Area; ( 3 ) Study of the
Chapter's Constitution and By-laws with the
idea of revision.
BOSTON
: Membership drive.
CLEVELAND:
Duplicate exchange list in preparation.
COLORADO:
Directory of all special libraries in
Colorado.
CONNECTICUT
VALLEY: Union Serials List.
GREATERST. LOUIS: T O increase membership
and attendance at meetings.
ILLINOIS:( 1) Sub-professional course on basic
reference tools; ( 2 ) Chapter manual.
INDIANA:Continuing work on a union periodical file housed in the technical department
of the Indianapolis Public Library.
KANSASCrm: Union List of Serial Holdings
in Libraries of the Kansas City Area.
LOUISIANA:
Check list of current serials.
MICHIGAN:Booth a t the World Metallurgical
Congress in Detroit, October 13-19. Selecting
and collecting materials for display, setting up
the booth and getting volunteers to man it for
twelve hours a day.
MILWAUKEE:( 1) Printed membership directory; ( 2 ) Continuing work on card record,
Union List of Serials, maintained in the
reference room of the Milwaukee Public Li
brary; ( 3 ) Special libraries issue of Wisconsin
Library Bulletin; ( 4 ) Recruitment tea at Milwaukee-Downer
College for high school students interested in library work.
MINNESOTA:( 1) Current information file on
chapter personnel by Placement Committee:
( 2 ) Revision of Chapter constitution by Constitutional Revision Committee; ( 3 ) Revision
of local membership directory by membership
co-chairman and special committee; ( 4 ) File
of interesting and amusing experiences associated with the special libraries work of individual chapter members by the Publicity Committee; ( 5 ) Supply of permanent badges-.
one for each member-prepared
and maintained by the vice-president.
MONTREAL:( 1 ) Two-day institute on records
administration and management; ( 2 ) Work on
union list of serials for fall publication.
NEW YORK: ( 1 ) Continuation of library training courses at the Ballard School; (2) Preparations for 1952 convention.
NEW JERSEY: Current list of members, business addresses and business telephone numbers.
PHILADELPHIA:
i 1 ) Award to member of this
year's graduating class a t Drexel Institute of
Technology whose major is in the field of special libraries and whose thesis topic and study
in the field is considered outstanding; ( 2 )
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Publication of Directory of Libraries and
information ~ o u r c e sof the Philadelphia Metropolitan Area, 8th ed., begun
- last year; ( 3 ) Cooperation with A.A.A.S. in supplying SLA and
S.L.C. materials and manning a special library assembled by A.A.A.S. for its meeting
in Philadelphia, December 27-30.
PITTSEURGH:( 1 ) Union List of Serials; ( 2 )
Directory of Members.
SAN FRANCISCOBAY REGION: ( 1 ) Union
List of Serials; ( 2 ) Duplicate Exchange ~ i s t .
TEXAS: Beginning work on Directory of Special Library Resources in Texas.
TORONTO:( 1 ) Indexing chapter bulletin; ( 2 )
Revising chapter directory.
WASHINGTON,D. C.: ( 1 ) Handbook and
Directory of the Washington, D. C. Chapter;
( 2 ) Library and Reference Facilities in the
District of Columbia Area; ( 3 ) Activities of
Community Services Committee in collecting
books, magazines, newspapers and monetary
contribution for the U S 0 Servicemen's Lounge
in Union Station; ( 4 ) Professional Activities
Committee's work in four fields: a ) roster of
translators; b ) forms of presentation of resource information; c) rewriting Civil Service
position specifications; and d ) position description manual, including glossary.

Participation in Joint Meetings
BOSTONand CONNECTICUT
VALLEYin conjunction with New England Library Association.
Swampscott, Massachusetts, October 12.
CINCINNATI
and Miami Valley Librarian Association, Dayton, Ohio, May 10.
CLEVELANDand Library Club of Greater
Cleveland and vicinity, January 16.
COLORADO
with Colorado Library Association.
Colorado Springs, October 12-13.
GREATER
ST. LOUISand KANSASCITY, during
the convention of the Missouri Library Association, October 6.
GREATER
ST. LOUISand local A.L.A. members,
January.
LOUISIANA
with Louisiana Library Association,
Shreveport, March 13-14. President Aspnes
among the speakers.
MILWAUKEE
with Wisconsin Library Association, October 4-6.
MONTREAL
with Quebec Library Association.
PHILADELPHIA
and PITTSBURGH,
as part of the
convention of the Pennsylvania Library Association, Bedford Springs, October 26. (Meeting and exhibit.) President-Elect Ferguson
provided the summation.
SAN FRANCISCO
BAY REGIONand SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA,during session of California Library Association, San Francisco, October 6.
WESTERNNEW YORK and Glass Librarians,
Corning Glass Center, September 29.
HELEN MARYPYLE,
Chapter Liaison Officer and Chairman,
Chapter Relations Committee.

..

making their work available through publication, despite higher and rising costs.
Chemical Engineering Progress, journal of
the American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
has met this challenge, not only by increasing
Chester M. Lewis Nominated
its own pages but by putting into effect a
publication plan designed to make available,
T h e Executive Board of SLA has
a t intervals throughout the year and a t low
approved the Nominating Committee's
prices, the authoritative technical work in the
selection of Chester M. Lewis, chief livast field of chemical engineering. T h e combrarian of the New York Times, as a
panion volumes to the monthly journal are the
candidate for second vice-president to
Chemical Engineering Progress Monograph
replace Allen G. Ring, deceased.
Series and the Chemical Engineering Progress
ROSE BOOTS
Symposium Series.
First volumes in each
JOLAN FERTIG
series are just off the press.
THELMAHOFFMAN
I n the first monograph, Reaction Kinetics in
W. L. POWLISON
Chemical Engineering, Professor Olaf Hougen,
SARAM. PRICE, Chairman
of the University of Wisconsin and internationally known authority in the field, presents
the historical development of chemical kinetics
as applied to process design, its present status
Letter of Correction
and the most promising fields for immediate
I have read with much interest the article investigation. Ultrasonics - two symposia inon "Special Libraries in the Near East" in
cludes the studies of fifteen experts on the
uses and developments of ultrasonic energy,
your September, 1951 issue. I hope that you
will continue to print similar material on forwith discussion of its application to chemical
engineering processes and operations.
eign libraries in the future.
T o make the record complete, and to enI n the interest of meticulous accuracy there
sure permanency in the literature, the C.E.P.
are several points in this article which should
publication plan calls for two separate abbe re-stated, but I will request you only to
stract reports. Chemical Engineering Progress
print a correction of one such point. With
will publish abstracts of all articles appearing
reference to the statement on page 245 that
in the series volumes, and the symposium
there has been a library school a t Ankara
volumes will include abstracts of all articles
University, it should be more properly stated
from the original symposia which appeared in
that for some ten years Adnan Otiiken, now
director of the Turkish National Library, has the journal.
Now going to press is the first of two volbeen giving a two-hour course lasting for four
umes on phase-equilibria, and these are to be
semesters which is basically an introduction to
iollowed by a symposium volume on kinetics.
bibliography and library methods. I t is in no
I n the September issue of Chemical E n sense a library school, but it has been a powergineering Progress, Editor F. J. Van Antful factor in recruiting librarians who were
werpen, writing on Progress Through Separate
later trained on the job.
Contrary to the
Publication, comments: "Unless some answer
further statement that the course has been
to the literature needs of our engineers and
discontinued, it is being offered currently, and
scientists is found, the great science and enwell over fifty students are enrolled in each
gineering future of which we boast may slowly
of the two classes (first and second year). I t
fade, owing to a lack of fundamental data in
is realized that this is not a full-fledged library
technical literature. However, this is the sort
school, and the Turks are giv;ng serious conof challenge that engineers meet in their
sideration to the founding of an Americaneveryday lives and we feel that the American
type library school.
LAWRENCES . THOMPSON, Institute of Chemical Engineers, through these
Director of Libraries
(Continued on page 103)
University of Kentucky.

Have you heard..

C.E.P. Publication Plan
I n this, our time -dynamic, decisive, and
swift moving era of discovery -man
has
solved the riddle of the atom, pierced the atmosphere to harness supersonic power and
found in the earth heretofore unknown minerals, to name but three of the changing facets
of our turbulent century. Concomitant to this
continuing progress, scientists and engineers
in every field are faced with the problem of
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Off the Press'
T H E FUNDAMENTALS O F T O P MANAGEMENT, by Ralph Currier Davis, New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1951. 825p $6
Mr. Davis, professor of business organization
at Ohio State University and a consultant in
industrial management, presents in this volume a working philosophy for progressive top
executives.
He examines the broad, fundamental bases of effective thinking that condition the formulation of executive decisions;
discusses business objectives, policies, and general methods of attack that govern the solution
of business problems; and reviews solutions
that have been applied successfully to such
problems. The book is intended to stimulate
executive thinking.
COMPENSATING T H E CORPORATE EXECUTIVE, by George Thomas Washington
and V. Henry Rothschild, 2nd. Revised edition. New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1951. 586p $12
A new and revised edition of Corporate E x ecutives' Compensation ( 1942 ), this volume
studies, against the background of corporate
law, the system of managerial rewards that
has grown up in this country during the past
four or five decades.
The legal and business aspects of salary and
profit-sharing contracts, stock bonus and stock
purchase plans, stock options, pensions, deferred compensation and related matters are
all treated in comprehensive fashion. In particular, the tax aspects of the above subjects
have received fresh and intensive study in the
light of recent laws and regulations. Stock
options especially are treated in the new light
cast upon them by the Revenue Act of 1950.
The book is a direct and careful treatment
of the chief legal and practical problems encountered in the drafting and adoption of
plans for managerial payment. I t bids fair to
become a landmark book in this increasingly
important field of executive compensation.
INCENTIVE MANAGEMENT, by James F.
Lincoln. Cleveland, Ohio: The Lincoln Electric Company, 1951. 280p $1
The subject of this volume is man himself and
his proper position in the industrial economy.
Incenrive management, as Mr. Lincoln conceives it, is the method whereby the individual
will be given the means and the opportunity to
1 Where it is possible the editor has given
prices for publication noted in this section.
The omission of a price does not necessarily
indicate that the publication is free.
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develop all of his abilities. This might be
passed off as a very nice theory but for one
fact: the discussion is practical and based upon
the methods adopted by the author a t his own
plant, methods which have succeeded in raising the organization which he heads from
bankruptcy to leadership.
Under Mr. Lincoln's system "the workers and the company
have never lost a single hour of production
through a misunderstanding!"
The present trend, both in this nation and
in the rest of the world, is toward a socialistic
state and a false philosophy of "equality." If
ever a cogent argument were desired to refute
these socialistic doctrines, incentive management is that argument. I t may not be an industrial panacea, but the knowledge that it has
been successfully practiced to the betterment
of this particular company is ample reason
Labor-managefor attempting it elsewhere.
ment relations is a troublesome question today
in almost every phase of our industrial life.
The cause of many of our present difficulties
is the failure of both private business and of
government to provide the necessary incentive
for personal development.
Mr. Lincoln has
provided that incentive, has based his relations with his workers upon the foundation
stone of individualism and has built, therefore,
a truly great team.
ON BEING INTELLIGENT, by Ashley Montagu. New York: Henry Schuman. 1951.
236p $2.95
Professor Montagu, chairman of the department of anthropology at Rutgers and the
author of the recent and widely read On Being
Human, now presents us with a guide to intelligence. Things being what they are, this
volume, to go by the title, is just the sort of
book which might prove of value to many of
us today.
There is nothing superior in Professor
Montagu's approach to the subject of facing
life intelligently. I n a straight-forward and
readable style he brings into view the salient
facts relative to an intelligent life. I t is more
than safe to say that no adult has anything to
lose in reading this book; it would probably
be indiscreet to suggest that you might have
something to gain, but chances are that the
majority of us would benefit by a more intelligent approach to the world around us.
This, then, is the crux of the thesis presented. The fault, as seen by Professor Montagu, is in our approach to the social and
cultural atmosphere in which we are nurtured.
(Continued on page 112)

RESEARCH LIBRARIAN

for company engaged in color photography and television research.
Degree in chemistry or physics essential. Experience librarianship and
literature searches. Preferably also
knowledge of electronics and languages. Los Angeles metropolitan
area. Box A, Special Libraries Association, 31 E. 10th St., New York 3,
N. Y.
--

Expert Service on

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
for

Special Libraries

Faxon's Librarians Guide
free on request
We stock, volumes, sets, runs and odd
issues of over 2 million back numbers.

F. W. FAXON CO., INC.
83-91 Francis Street

Boston 15, Mars.

Magazine Circulation
(Continued from page 93)

of changes, rather than annually as before. This minimizes the need for writing in by hand the changes on the distribution lists to take care of the numerous deletions, additions, and changes of
address which occur continually.
I n 1940, when we had 8,500 company
employes, magazine circulation required
one hundred man-hours per week to do
the job, or the equivalent of two and
one-half employes. In 1951, after we
had completed all of the changes enumerated above, and with approximately
11,600 employes, this work is being
done with only thirty man-hours per
week being required.
All of our punched cards and circulation lists are prepared by another company department which handles customers' accounts for electric service.
Many utilities similarly use punched
cards for their customer statements.
However, in my opinion, obtaining the
equipment needed to do this one job
alone could be justified if we were not
otherwise being served.

Work simplification methods are being applied today in many diverse fields
of activity. Every special librarian should
be concerned with those methods which
he can best adapt to his own particular
needs.

M a p Librarianship
(Continued from page 88)

( f ) Catalogs of societal mapping
agencies
( g ) Catalogs of old and rare map
dealers
( h ) Periodicals
( i ) Atlases
( j ) Gazetteers and miscellaneous
aids
3. Technical processing of maps
( a ) Physical care and treatment
of maps
( b ) Classification of maps
( c ) Cataloging of maps
Less emphasis would be given map
history, more emphasis would be given
to map bibliographies, and somewhat
more emphasis to the technical processes than was formerly the case. Definite outside readings, examination of all
maps discussed, possibly a single report,
and a final examination would be required.
It is the purpose of Library Science
306, Maps and Cartobibliographical Aids,
to present to both the geographer and
to the librarian basic information on
map bibliography.

Microfilm, Federal Register
The National Archives has announced that
the Federal Register for the years 1936
through 1950 has been reproduced on 35mm.
film and that copies of this microfilm publication may now be obtained. Annual indexes
and codification guides are included. All issues for 1951 and for each succeeding year will
be microfilmed as soon as the annual index has
been printed. The complete microfilm edition
sells for $375, but volumes may be purchased
separately. Orders should be sent to the National Archives, National Archives and Records Service, General Services Administration,
Washington 25, D. C.

S P E C I A L LIBRARIES

Have you heard

...

(Continued from page 100)
supplementary volumes, is meeting the challenge and will thereby give one of the most
satisfying solutions to the dilemma."
More detailed information can be obtained
from, Chemical Engineering Progress, 120
East 41st Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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Michigan Installs Teletype System
The state of Michigan has now linked its
libraries together in the first state-wide teletype network of libraries in the nation. All
public libraries and some special libraries are
tied into this latest innovation in library
service.
A direct result of a fire that almost destroyed the Michigan State Library, the teletype system was installed as the result of
efforts upon the part of Mrs. Loleta D. Fyan,
state librarian. The library lost some 35,000
books in the fire in the State Office Building
last February.
Thousands of others were
damaged and water-soaked. For a time, the
library, with its 500,000 volume collection was
put out of business. Mrs. Fyan, long an advocate of a teletype network for the state library
system, obtained the permission of state officials to go ahead with the plan.

The first machine was set up in the basement of the capitol, with others being placed
in extension offices, in the University of Michigan Library, the Ryerson Public Library in
Grand Rapids, the Detroit Public Library and
industrial reference libraries such as that at
General Motors.
Today it is necessary only to go to the nearest state library and ask for the desired information.
If the library can't answer your
question, the librarian can obtain, via teletype, the fact you want from a library having
the necessary resources. In similar fashion.
it is possible to order books from branch
libraries.
I n the early stages of the operation only
unusual and emergency requests were filled.

PLAN and SPECIFY modern functional

(Continued on page 107)

bookstack equipment

Please Mention Special Libraries W h e n Answering Advertisements
M A R C H , I952
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Petroleum Research Library
(Continued from page 8 3 )

are again opening their doors to girl
chemists, are offering stiff competition,
which is likely to increase rather than
lessen.
At the risk of alienating the affections
of both societies, I would like to say
that on the basis of my own experience
I do not feel that either the ACS or
SLA is doing nearly enough in the matter of interesting chemistry students in
prospective careers as technical librarians. As one example out of many, I cite
the case of the professor of chemistry
in a college for girls with whom another chemical librarian and I talked
for an hour and a half at an SLA booth
last year. Apparently neither he nor his
students had more than the vaguest
idea that such an occupation as that of
a chemical librarian existed, and no
notion whatever as to what preparatory
courses might be beneficial.
I n addition to insufficient information about this interesting career, chemists are frequently deterred from becoming chemical librarians because of
the prestige factor, an erroneous idea
for which the librarians and the chemists are equally responsible.
Last fall, a research chemist in our
company desired to obtain a girl chemist to assist him in writing his reports. I
suggested the transfer of a chemist in
our library, pointing out that the knowledge of petroleum processes and company interests which she had gained in
the library would enable her to become
immediately useful to him. This proved
to be the case.
When I came to replace her, I remembered this argument. Heretofore I
had always thought in terms of teaching petroleum to chemists. But here on
our staff was a group of able young
assistants, none of them graduate chemists or librarians, but all with several
years' experience in the company, and
all possessing in good measures those
attributes of character which I deemed
so important. I began to meditate on
the idea of preparing for this group a

stream-lined course in petroleum chemistry especially adapted for library use.
As a matter of fact, I had long felt that
chemists, too, who were entering petroleum libraries for the first time would
benefit by such a plan.
Streamlined Course

Having obtained the consent both of
management and of the girls, I arranged
a course which was to be covered in a
period of twelve weeks.
Since the question style had been so
satisfactory, the new course was arranged along the same lines. A twopage sheet was issued each week containing nine or ten questions or requests which were to be answered by
reference to the literature. I t was frequently asked that references be cited.
Discussions were held both before
and after the preparation of each sheet.
I n addition, one hour's reading each
week was required. In a few cases, the
book or article to be read was specified,
but in general "a book or articles of your
own choice" was recommended. The articles chosen were most frequently those
written by our own chemists about processes with which the girls already had
some familiarity.
I t was obvious that in view of our
needs, and with the comparatively small
amount of time which we could spare
from our work, we had no choice but to
plunge directly into organic chemistry.
T h e first lesson was a general survey
of the hydrocarbons in petroleum, and
the first item was naturally, "Define a
hydrocarbon." T h e second was, as naturally, "Name the four broad classifications of the hydrocarbons of petroleum."
There followed a list of twelve chemical
compounds, in which the hydrocarbons
present were to be checked. T h e general formulae for a paraffin and for an
olefin (in terms of C , H, and n ) were
requested. Item five required a list of
the names and corresponding formulae
for the first eight members of the homologous series of paraffin hydrocarbons,
and indication of which are liquids and
which are gases. Similar information
for the homologous series of olefin hy-
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drocarbons was next requested. Formulae were asked for a paraffin and an
olefin containing twelve carbon atoms.
T h e remaining items introduced the
idea of structural formulae, and pointed
out the fact that a given empirical
formula can refer to more than one
structural formula.
Lesson two was entitled "Paraffins
and Olefins." It started out with a long
list of compounds which were to be
identified as paraffins, olefins, or other.
It continued with the following inquiries:
What is the reaction called when a
paraffin and an olefin combine?
Which would contain the most olefins.
a crude oil or a cracked oil?
By what process could you make an
olefin from a paraffin?
Define "aliphatic hydrocarbon."
Define a "normal" paraffin. Name
one, using the Chemical Abstracts abbreviation for "normal." Give its empirical and structural formulae.
Define an isoparaffin (an isomer of a
paraffin) and show structural formulae
for butane (C4Hlo)and its isomer, isobutane.
Which is more chemically reactive, a
paraffin or an olefin?
Which is a more desirable component
of gasoline, a paraffin or an olefin?
Lesson three dealt with the "Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Naphthenes,"
and started off with requests for the
structural and empirical formulae for
benzene and cyclohexane, and comments on their likenesses and differences both as compared to one another
and to the paraffins and olefins. I t was
asked how benzene and cyclohexane
could be prepared from one another or
from aliphatic hydrocarbons. It was
pointed out that the benzene ring will
always be found in any aromatic compound. Indication of the ortho, meta
and para positions on the ring was requested.
By the time they had finished lesson
three, it was obvious that the girls felt
that they were deep in alien corn. This
M A R C H , 1952

WANTED

TECHNICAL

LIBRARIAN

To head Library and Filing Section of large
midwest research laboratory (Chemicals, Fuels,
Automotive Engineering). Work will include
planning and coordination of classification
systems, and direction of staff. Training or
experience in technical classification and
library techniques desired, plus physical sciences education. State education, experience,
and salary desired. Personnel Manager, Ethyl
Corporation, 1600 West Eight Mile Road,
Ferndale 20, Detroit, Michigan.

MOODY'S INDUSTRIAL MANUAL,
1935 edition wanted.
DREXEL INSTITUTE
O F TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY
32nd and Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia 4, Pa.

was hardly surprising. What did surprise me and please me as well, was the
way in which they were coming up with
the right answers. Obviously this was no
time to stop. At no other point in the
course did such depression seem to occur as that induced by the cyclic hydrocarbons.
Anticipating some such reaction at
this point, I promptly handed out a lesson called "On the Practical Side" which
included a miscellany of questions pertaining to the company, such as the
following:
What is the ultimate aim of UOP
chemists in performing the various processes shown in your "Code for Process
Abstracts?"
Why are catalysts used in most of
these processes?
List the authors, titles and dates of ten
books written by Universal chemists.
What new process developed by our
company is receiving considerable attention in the current journals? What
five principal reactions occur in this
process, and what catalyst is used?

Which two UOP chemists are on the
Nomenclature Committee of the ACS,
and can give you the latest information
about naming of organic compounds?
The next lesson dealt with some
miscellaneous compounds and reactions,
and our method of coding articles about
them from the current journals. This
required a list of some organic compounds which contain 1) oxygen, 2 )
nitrogen, 3 ) sulfur, and also a list of the
halogens. Other items pointed out the
difference between physical dehydration and chemical dehydration.
We next considered the processes
used in the petroleum industry, such as
cracking, isomerization, alkylation. Instead of asking for definitions directly,
the first question inquired whether each
of the nine processes would be likely to
result in compounds which, with respect to the original compounds, are
a ) larger, b ) smaller, c ) the same or
about the same size. T h e second question requested, for each of these processes, the mention of two catalysts
which have been used, or for which use
is claimed in patents, and a list of the
corresponding operating temperatures
or ranges of temperatures.
This information, which was readily
obtained from our abstract cards, revealed the fact that a given catalyst can
be used for more than one process, and
gave a notion of how the ranges of temperatures used in performing the various processes compare. The remainder
of this lesson was devoted to the coding
of articles pertaining to processes.
Lesson seven was a review.
In lesson eight, we came to our first
practical test as to whether any good
was really coming out of all this effort.
Each girl was assigned different issues
of the Journal of the American Chemical Society, the Journal of Organic
Chemistry, the Journal of the Chemical
Society (London) and Chemical Reviews. She was asked to select from
these chemical journals all articles of
interest, on the basis (defined on the
sheet) whereby we regularly select articles from the current journals for re-
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cording in our bibliography files, clipping, abstracting, and the like.
Every one did very well on this test.
While there was a slight tendency to
over-select, as is customary with beginners, at least no one missed any articles of importance. In several cases
selections were made which showed
special knowledge of company interests.
The next two lessons dealt with 1)
coding of articles on hydrocarbon andysis, separation and treating, and 2 )
coding of journal articles on a variety
of specified subjects.
Lesson eleven was a study in the use
of Chemical Abstracts and other abstract journals. The next time I give
this course I am going to place this lesson near the beginning where it properly
belongs. Each girl was assigned annual indexes for a different year, and was required to look up certain formulae in
the Formula Index, certain patents in
the Patent Index, and certain company
chemists in the Author Index. It was
pointed out that in the Subject Index,
references to derivatives of a compound
are listed in a separate section immediately following references to the compound itself. Comparison of the arrangement of Chemical Abstracts with
that of Chemisches Zentralblatt was invited, and attention was called to likenesses and differences.
T h e course concluded with a general
review.
Was it a success? I would say yes,
decidedly. I certainly do not claim that
a short course such as this is going
to make anyone into a research chemist,
nor qualify anyone for unsupervised
work as a chemical librarian. I do claim
that such a program will permit nonchemically trained personnel to do work
of a considerably more advanced nature, and will also help the chemicallytrained to become rapidly acquainted
with the special interests of a petroleum
research library.
In conclusion, a planned program of
on-the-job training is recommended for
the petroleum librarian, whatever her
background.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Have you heard

...

(Continued from page 103)
Gradually however, the tempo was steppedup as the big state library began to resume
its functions. Plans are now under way to
extend the service to other cooperating libraries throughout the state.

Metals Bibliography Available
A Bibliography of Recent Literature on
Metals a t Elevated Temperatures, compiled by
G. Meixell Snyder and F. Edith Manley of the
Babcock and Wilcox Company, is now available on loan from the Professional Literature
Library maintained at SLA headquarters. This
bibliography was presented at the World
Metallurgical Congress and Exposition held in
Detroit, October 15-19, 1951 as part of the
program of the Metals section of the ScienceTechnology Division of SLA.

Folger Library Offers Two $1,000
Book Prizes
T o encourage creative scholarship in the
field of English civilization for the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, 1500 to 1700, and

to encourage the study of the literature, drama
and theatre, especially that dealing with
Shakespeare, in the early period as well as
later, the Folger Library has announced two
$1,000 prizes for the two best book-length
manuscripts submitted for publication.
One
requirement is that a substantial portion of
the research upon the books submitted must
have been carried on in the Folger Library.
One prize of $1,000 will be offered for the
best manuscript of a book submitted in the
history of English civilization in the period
between 1500 and 1700. Books dealing with
any aspect of the cultural history of this
period will be eligible. Manuscripts in the
history contest should be sent to the Director
of the Folger Library not later than October
1, 1953.
Another prize of $1,000 will be offered for
the best manuscript of a book in the field of
English literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, or in the history of the
English drama and theatre of the eighteenth
century, or in the interpretation of Shakespeare, and the history of his reputation and
the performance of his plays in any period.
Manuscripts in this contest should be sent to
the Director of the Folger Library, Washington, D. C., not later than October 1, 1954.

Printers
and
Publishers
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E
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SLA PUBLICATIONS
Aviation Subject Headings.
1949 $1.75
A Brief for Corporation Libraries.
1949 $1.75
Classification Schemes and Subject
Headings List Loan Collection of
SLA Rev. Ed.
1951 $1.50
Contributions Toward A Special Library Glossary. 2nd Ed.
1950 $1.25
Creation Si Development of an Insurance Library. Revised Edition.
1949 $2.00
Fakes & Forgeries in the Fine Arts.
1950 $1.75
List of Subject Headings for Chemistry Libraries.
1945 $1.50
~ i c k h a m e sof A m e r i c a n Cities,
Towns and Villages Past and Present.
1951 $2.00
Numerical Index to the Bibliography
of Scientific and Industrial Reports, Vols. 1-10. 1949 $10.00
SLA Directory of Members
1951 $4.00
Social Welfare: A List of Subject
Headings in Social Work and Public Welfare.
1937 $1.00
Source List of Selected Labor Statistics. Rev. Ed.
19.50 $1.75
Special Library Resources. v.2-4.
1946-1947 $22.90
Subject Headings for Aeronautical
Engineering Libraries. 1949 $4.00
'Terhnical Libraries. Their Orpaniza1951 $6.00
tion & Managernellt
1Jnion 1,ist of Technical Periodicals.
1947 $6.00
OFFICIAL JOURNAL
SPECIAL LIBRARIES
Subscription, $7 Annually
($7.50 Foreign)
SPONSORED PERIODICAL
TECHNICAL BOOK REVIEW INDEX
Subscription, $7.50 Annually
($8.00 Foreign)

Special libraries Association
31

East 10th Street, New York

3,

N . Y.

Allen G. Ring
Allen G. Ring, editor of Sci-Tech News,
died of complications due to high blood pressure, Wednesday, January 9, 1952, a t Barnes
Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri.
T h e Special Libraries Association lost an
untiring member, and librarians a real friend
upon Mr. Ring's death. His participation in
association projects always reflected his forthright manner and honest expression.
Last
year, he was nominated for secretary of t h e
association and this year for second vice-president. H e served as moderator of the Round
Table of the Placement Policy Committee a t
the SLA Convention in St. Paul in June, 1951.
Mr. Ring was a regular attendant a t conventions and valued the contacts and meetings
with his friends. I n his position as editor of
Sci-Tech News he covered the association's
affairs, the division's activities and defended
the standards of librarianship.
I n his editorial, " 'LO T h e Poor Charwoman" (Sci-Tech
News, September, 1951), he vigorously attacked the article "Evaluating Engineers"
(Machine Design, June 1951 ), and aroused
the audible expression of librarians throughout
the country against the editor whose article
had berated the status of librarians.
His membership in the Greater St. Louis
Chapter was a n inspiration to all who knew
him. As one of the organizers and charter
members, he had contributed t o t h e group's
growth and had held every office in the chapter. H e had also served as president of the
St. Louis Chapter of the American Library
Association.
I n addition to his library activities, he participated in affairs of the American C h e m ~ c a l
Society. Mallinckrodt Chess Club and the
Midwest Polio Association of St. Louis.
A native of Concord, New Hampshire, he
was the only child of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ring.
In his Sophomore year a t Bates College, he
was stricken with infantile paralysis and went
to Warm Springs, Georgia, for treatment.
While there, he met Frances Moss, a fellow
patient, who later became his wife. H e completed his chemistry studies a t the University
of Alabama and did graduate work a t the
University of Nebraska before entering the
employ of the Mallinckrodt Chemical Works.
twelve years ago, as research librarian.
Allen Ring was a man with an educated
heart as well as a n educated mind.
The
Association has lost a fine member, a potential officer. All of us have lost a n understanding friend.
ELIZABETH
W. OWENS
ANNA IRENE MARTEN
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Robert W. Christ
Robert W. Christ, assistant librarian of
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina,
died December 23, 1951, after an illness of
two months, a t Duke Hospital. Mr. Christ,
who was forty-two years old, was a graduate
of Amherst College and Columbia: he received
his M S . in L.S. from Columbia in 1948. Beginning in 1930, he worked a t the Columbia
University Library, Mount Holyoke College
Library, as assistant head and then head of
the reference department of the Grosvenor
Library. Buffalo, New York, and as chief of
the information section of the reference divisi6n of the U. S. State Department in Washington. In 1948 he began his work at Duke
University.
A member of SLA since 1945, Mr. Christ
was a charter member and first president of
the Western New York Chapter. H e served
as national chairman of the Public Relations
Committee from 1946 to 1950 and was always
interested and active in association projects.
He was chairman of the Reference Librarians
Section, A.C.R.L. H e collaborated with Professor Paul Saintlonge on Fifty Years of
Moliere Studies; a Bibliography, I 8 9 Z - I ! M I ,
and contributed to The New York Times Book
Review and other journals.
Members of the Western New York Chapter will always be proud that he claimed it
as his "favorite chapter" and remained on its
membership roll although he moved "out-ofbounds."
News of his death brought deep
sorrow and a sense of great loss to us all. T h e
same feelings will be shared by all his friends.
As was said of Matthew Arnold, "To have
known him, to have loved him, to have had a
place in his regard, is part of our life's unalterable good."

ELIZABETH
CONGDON.
Emma E. Crandal
ICmma E. Crandal of La Grange, Illinois,
clierl recently at the age of seventy-eight.
Miss Crandal was head of the library a t
Universal Oil Products Company, Riverside,
Illin.~is.from 1925 until her retirement in 1945.
During this period she was editor and compiler of the Library Bulletin of Abstracts, a
publication with world-wide distribution to
scicntists and technologists in the field of
petroleum. She was a regular contributor to
Chemical Abstracts.
A member of SLA for many years, she was
active in the Illinois Chapter. Her interest in
the Science-Technology Division was marked
by the valuable service she rendered in the
compilation of the Patent Index to Chemical
Abstracts, 1907-1936.
T h e Association regrets the loss of this distinguished member.
MIGNONGILL.
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Here is a Company Library
(Continued from page 9 8 )

1952 Editions

N o w Available

YEAR BOOK AND GUIDE
TO SOUTHERN AFRICA
With Atlas app. 878p.
$3.00
1952 edition

-

and the

YEAR BOOK AND GUIDE
TO EAST AFRICA
With Atlas and Folding Map
app. 482p.
1952 edition - $3.00
Published in London, these Guides
have been the standard reference
source for African facts and figures
for many years. T h e material presented covers a wide range of subjects: t o p o g r a p h y , c l i m a t e , resources, government, travel, hunting, game preserves, flora, fauna,
m o n e t a r y and other s t a n d a r d s ,
principal cities, points of interest,
costs, and many other interesting
and essential facts for the merchant, banker, traveler, and student.

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950-972 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

NEW YORK 52. N. Y.

scope, the employe magazine publish-d
by the company. Three times a ye.-!r,
complete lists are mailed to all employes.
The Library Staff
How much of a staff does it take to
provide these many and varied services?
Eleven persons, altogether, including the
supervisor of the library. Five have had
professional library training; four of
these spend most of their time on referance work, abstracting materials and indexing. Five do clerical work such as
handling the routine circulation of magazines and clipping newspapers. One is
a secretary.
T h e staff includes two who have engineering degrees. While the library
serves every department in the company, about 60 per cent of its work is
technical, such as for the production
and engineering departments. Because
of this, it was believed important to include engineers on the staff who would
better understand the mechanical and
electrical problems referred to the library for literature searches.
Handling more than 40,000 requests
a year for information or published materials, the library personnel at Detroit
Edison demonstrate that the most important word in defining a company
library is "service."

Electrical Industry
(Continued from page 9 1 )

Nuclear Science Abstracfs is a useful
source of information for material on all
phases of this subject. We are not engrossed with the study of atom splitting
and its by-products, but some of our
people are interested in some of the
applications.
In our particular endeavors we have
also found that the bulletins of the Bureau of Mines and the circulars of the
Bureau of Standards are a never failing
help.
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There are many more reference tools
which could be mentioned. T h e publications which were chosen are those
which serve an unusual requirement or
those without which we could not function. Ours is not a unique need where
innumerable specialized materials are
indicated. Advertising, financial or insurance libraries use the more exotic
publications of the library profession.
The research libraries use the more f
miliar. I t is not so much what we use
as how we use it which creates for us
a sense of specialization.

on book maintenance
with proved

Quick,

easy to

use, economical
liquid plastic.

Thorough testing
has proved that
in minutes, and
forjustafewpennies, you-anyone that can handle a brush-can
effectively repair ripped bindings,
loose signatures, or torn pages
with Book-Saver. Transparent,
tough, flexible when dry, BookSaver is unaffected by time or
hardest day-after-day use. I t is
the only book repair material you
need! You don't need tapes,
threads, glue. Book-Saver can
slash your rebinding and replacement costs. Try it and see how
safe, quick and easy it is to make
repairs with Book-Saver. Mail the
coupon for trial bottle, brush and
illustrated Technique Booklet.

M I C R O F I L M COPIES
U. S. PATENT GAZETTE
NOW AVAILABLE..

..

C o m p l e t e m i c r o f i l m copies o f t h e Official
G a z e t t e U n i t e d States P a t e n t Office, for
t h e years 1 9 4 3 through 1951, a r e n o w
~ e a d yfor i m m e d i a t e shipment.
1948 through 1951 copies, $50.00
per year.
1943 through 1947 copies, $35.00
per year.
1952 copies, issued on a bimonthly
basis, $50.00 per year.
All copies accurately processed on
35 mm film to permanency limits exceeding those set by U. S. Bureau of
Standards.
Inquiries also i n v i t e d r e g a r d i n g
microfilmed Gazette copies for 1934
through 1942.
F o r further details, w r i t e . . .

"A complete microfilming service"

MICRO PHOTO SERVICE BUREAU
4614 PROSPECT AVE., CLEVELAND 3, O H I O

We specialize in supplying SINGLE COPIES as
well as SETS, RUNS and VOLUMES.

I

1
1

Catalogues

on request

Send a trml rue bottle of Book-Saver a t
only $ 1 95 (plus portage), FREE technque
booklet a n d brush Send nnvotce later

I

Address

I

BY

"C- -------

I
I
I
I

Position

-------.

I

i
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Off the Press
(Continued from page 101)
With the development of an intelligent approach to others we acquire the means for an
intelligent approach to ourselves.
UNION LIST O F SERIAL HOLDINGS I N
LIBRARIES O F T H E KANSAS CITY
AREA. Kansas City, Missouri: Kansas City
Chapter, SLA, 1952. Looseleaf. $5
This list includes the holdings of twenty-eight
libraries in Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma.
Copies should be ordered from:
Idris Smith, Head
Business & Technical Department
Kansas City, Missouri Public Library
Ninth and Locust Streets
Kansas City, Missouri.
UNITED STATES CUMULATIVE BOOK
AUCTION RECORDS, 1953-51, edited by
S. R. Shapiro. New York: Want Lk-:hc
book trade weekly-1951.
43Sp $12
The latest edition of this work lists in cumulated form American book auction prices for
1950-51. All books, pamphlets, manuscripts.
periodicals, autographs and other literary property selling in American auction rooms for $ 3
or more are included. Entries are listsd by
author. Also included are a bibliography, a
List of the collections sold, glossary, key to

action sales, introduction, method of compilation and entry and trade announcements.
DICTIONARY O F GEMS AND GEMOLOGY, by Roberf M. Shipley, et al. Los
Angeles, California: Gemological Institute
of America, 1951. Fifth edition. 261p. $5.50
The latest edition of this dictionary differs
from the earlier ones principally in the addition of material on the production of synthetic
gem materials. The important progress made
in this field of activity since 1948, the date of
the last edition, would seem to overshadow
other events in the profession. The contents in
general include items relative to ornamental,
decorstive and curio stones and comprise a
glossary of some four thousand English and
foreign words, terms and abbreviations encountered in English literature or in the gem,
jewelry or art trades.
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STECHERT SERVICE
can take care of all your requirements for

AMERICAN and FOREIGN BOOKS
and
PERIODICALS
CURRENT books supplied from our extensive stock or procured for you
promptly. American books receive the best possible discount consistent with
good service.
OUT-OF-PRINT books supplied from our large stock or obtained through our
successful Search Service.
PERIODICALS a n d SERIALS in complete or partial sets at advantageous prices.

A COMPLETE LIBRARY SERVICE
STECHERT-HAFNER, I N C .
Founded in New York 1872
31 East Tenth Street

N e w York 3, N. Y.

Branches: London, Paris, Leipzig, Stuttgart (Am. Zone)
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The most con1 prekertsive mcyclopetlicr of p l m m to be found

The Columbia Lippincott
GAZETTEER OF THE WORLD

WHAT YOU WILL

A FEW

FlND

EASY T O FlND

H1C;IILIGHT.T

A SAMPLE ENTRY F R O M
THE GAZETTEER

WI,C7RIBlA UNI VERSIrl'\' PRESS
L)I.~JL 31,. \ I I I I I I ~ ~ I I~l e~i gI l~l ~I h*. kt.\$ I O I L 2;. \
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Now Available

THE ENGINEERING INDEX
1928-2932, cloth bound set, $300.00
Single volunces, cloth bound, .$70.00
1933-19 4 9 , cloth bound set, $900.00
S i n g l ~v o l u m ~ scloth
.
hound. 660.00

FOR LIBRARIANS:

FOR E N G I N E E R S :

JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION
12.5 East 2.3

Stt-?cat.

Yen. Yo&

10. \.

.
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